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From the frequency of the field-line resonance (FLR), which is equal to the eigen-frequency of the magnetic field line which
is under FLR, one can estimate the plasma density along the field line. FLR can be observed by ground magnetometers, thus
one may estimate the magnetospheric plasma density from the ground. However, it is known that FLRs are often difficult to
identify in the ground magnetometer data because of superposed non-FLR signals which often have amplitudes comparable to
FLR-generated signals.

A frequently-used countermeasure against this problem uses two closely neighboring stations; by dividing the data from one
station by that from the other, the non-FLR signals tend to be cancelled out and FLR-generated signals are extracted.

However, many of CPMN ground stations along the 210MM (210 degrees magnetic meridian, which runs through Japan) are
not close enough to each other to enable the above-stated two-station method. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the H/D
method (also called ’one-station method’ below); it is a method which uses the data from a single station. However, it is known
that this method can also detect events different from FLR events (called ’Type-B’ events below). In this paper we have improved
the H/D method to decrease Type-B events, as follows.

Among the CPMN stations, we have at least two pairs of stations close enough to each other, enabling the two-station method.
We applied the two-station method and the one-station method to those stations’ data during 2001/8-2002/6, and by comparing
the results, we have found that we can discard many of the Type-B events by setting thresholds to the H/D value and the H-
component power spectral density (PSD). The optimum values for the two thresholds have been found by numerical search so
that as many Type-B events as possible are removed while as many ’Type-A’ events as possible are kept (’Type-A’ refers to the
events identified by both the two-station method and the one-station method).

As a result, we have found the following: (1) We could remove 95% of the Type-B events. (2) The thresholds for the H/D
value and the H-component PSD depend on the L-value. (3) The threshold for the H/D value depends on season.

We have also conducted a case study in which we have applied the improved H/D method to the CPMN stations along the
210MM and estimated the plasma mass density on the 210MM plane as a function of the L-value. The result shows the same
trend as the plasma mass density observed by past satellites (Gallagher et al., 2000).


